
 
 
Minutes of the PPG Meeting Tuesday 14th September 2021 by Zoom at 9am 
 
In attendance: Elaine Stallard (ES) (Chair), Jane Thomson (JT) (Secretary), Julia 
Cole (JC) (Treasurer), Steve Fletcher (SF), Blou Fenn (BF), Rachael Hansford (RH) 
and Michele Mason (MM). 
 
Apologies: Ed Halsey `(EH) 
 
 

1 The minutes of the meeting of 13th July 2021 were approved. 
 

2 The question of boosting the PPG membership was discussed again.  MM 
agreed to check that the PPG is quorate with the numbers it currently has. 
ES has put a call for new members out in Mere Matters and MM has asked 
the various surgery teams to suggest possible members but nothing has 
come back yet. EH had agreed that he was happy for the PPG to continue 
subject to confirmation from MM that the group was quorate.  It was agreed 
that we should put out regular calls for new members so that it could be 
seen that we are not a closed organisation. Note after meeting:  MM has 
confirmed that we need 4 non-surgery members to be quorate therefore we 
are fine at the moment. 

 
3 ES and MM reported that the roll out of flu jabs would start from October 

23rd. MM said that the first notifications had gone out on Facebook and by 
text on 13th September.  She asked for patience with the IT as this was a try 
out by the PCN however the same method will be repeated when the next 
Covid vaccination call out is made.  All people without smart phones will be 
written to. MM asked that people view the video tutorial offered before trying 
to book. The Covid vaccination clinics will take place in Wilton and be for 
those aged over 70 plus the medically vulnerable, followed by those aged 
between 50-70.  

 
MM noted that the obesity clinicians would be employed by the PCN rather 
than Mere Surgery itself.  Further details will be available at the next 
meeting.  
 
MM confirmed that patients will continue to be triaged over the phone before 
being asked in for an appointment face-to-face if it is necessary.  This 
system has not changed and appears to be working well as evidenced by 
Mere Surgery winning 19th place in a poll of surgeries throughout the UK.  
Congratulations were passed on from the PPG to all at the Surgery. 

 
4 ES noted that Wiltshire Council has continued to be very helpful throughout 

the process of a new surgery and Fives Court.  Wiltshire Council have called 
for a new working group to consider the future welfare needs of Mere. This 
group will consist of representatives of the Council, the Town Council, Mere 
Surgery and the PPG. The first meeting will be on 23rd September at 
2.00pm. BF seconded the motion of the Executive that it is essential to 



communicate openly so residents feel included in any decision making as it 
happens.  It is hoped that a statement goes out from the Group so that the 
people of Mere and environs remain fully informed. ES said she would keep 
the PPG informed as to progress on the 23rd and if another quick zoom 
meeting was necessary between all then it would be set up.  

 
5 RH reported that the Executive meeting had taken place on Friday 12th and 

that it had been good to meet in person for the first time.  Lucy Robins was 
also introduced to the group. It was thought that the future PPG workload 
would be defined by the meeting on the 23rd September but an alert was 
given that it may be a busy winter for the group as a whole. The Executive 
agreed that our Charter should be tabled at the meeting to show how 
professional the PPG’s attitude and capabilities are. EH and ES agreed that 
the aim of the meeting on the 23rd is to action the feasibility study, hopefully 
with a member of Wiltshire Council on the group.  It was suggested this 
could be Karen Linacre.  

 
6 JT confirmed that she needed to further update her Mere Matters article.  

She agreed that she would send this to all members of the group for 
approval before the deadline on next Monday. The next update will be 
written by Rachel Harrison for the October Mere Matters.  MM and ES to 
action.  Note after meeting: the deadline for the next Mere Matters JT article 
is 27th September.  

 
7 BF confirmed that she is now monitoring PPG emails.  ES asked if she could 

also assume Vicky’s role in posting PPG social media posts.  RH will help  
BF if she needs any support in learning any new skills to do this. 

 
8 VF-O leaving party still to be confirmed. JT said it is likely to be in October. 

 
9 JC has had contact from Health Visiting services to say they are really keen 

to support our Medical Centre project plus then using any new resources in 
Mere.  They currently have no provision in Mere and RH said she was 
shocked and ES asked JC to email her with full details so that she can use 
this as an example of ‘forgotten’ Mere at the meeting with the Council on 23rd 
September. Note after meeting: JC has sent an extremely detailed email to 
ES which will inform the meeting on the 23rd September.  Many thanks to JC. 

 
10 The date of the next meeting is Tuesday 12th October at 9.00am. 

 
 
Elaine Stallard 
15.09.2021 

 
 


